
Our company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of portfolio
product manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a
look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for portfolio product manager

Prepare material/presentations in a story-board fashion, expressing concepts
in a way that is easily understood by consumers and/or others who may not
have the same background or expertise
Owns the plans and responsible for delivery of the CPE roadmap for B&PS
working closely with GS to align on priorities and plan
Agrees Vantage CPE priorities for technical research supporting new
strategic vendor technologies in order to recommend strategic CPE portfolio
developments
Responsible for implementing tactical and strategic CPE portfolio
recommendations
Deliver agreed & interlocked BT Compute portfolio launches into B&PS for
the Enterprise market that underpin our growth, profitability and the
customer experience aspirations on behalf of the LOB
Management of the IT Product In-Life product managers
Provides governance and support to the IT Product team
Delivery and management of the In-Life product portfolio catalogue for
Business and Public Sector Enterprise
Own the Product catalogue and CPQ applications from a user experience and
content perspective
Management of the in-life content of online systems such as the online
product catalogue and CPQ system on behalf of the LoB

Example of Portfolio Product Manager Job
Description
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Develop a process with sales to ensure customer insights, product
opportunities are continuously funneled back to product to improve our
solutions and value proposition in the market
Demonstrated skills in developing product and value proposition messaging
and positioning for both an inside and field sales team
Takes initiative and loves working in unchartered territory and see strategies
come to life
Ability to navigate across multiple functions to establish buy-in for go-to-sales
strategy
Strong program management skills, including the ability to prioritize multiple
projects, programs and objectives
Ability to translate quantitative data and new product offerings into relevant
sales communications


